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The drip line of F isotopes is discussed from the viewpoint of a unified description of exotic nuclei with
N;20. The structure of those nuclei is described by means of large-scale shell model calculations, most of
which are Monte Carlo shell model. It is shown that, due to the narrowing of theN520 shell gap towards
smallerZ, the mixing among normal, intruder, and higher intruder configurations can be enhanced signifi-
cantly, and can produce crucial effects, including the F drip line located extremely far from the O drip line. The
feasibility of Monte Carlo shell model is demonstrated for systems with an odd number of fermions.
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The existence of a given nucleus is one of the most b
questions nuclear physics must answer. A recent puzz
and intriguing problem in this direction is why the drip lin
of F isotopes is located farther away as compared to that o
isotopes: at least six more neutrons can be contained
isotopes, whereas there is just one more proton@1,2#. The
heaviest observed F isotope is31F where the neutron numbe
is N522. For such neutron-rich nuclei withN;20, the dis-
appearance of theN520 magic structure has been studie
Independently of whether it is correct or not, this disappe
ance can be discussed in reference to the picture of theisland
of inversion@3#: a small region of the nuclear chart where t
ground state consists ofintruder configurations with two
neutrons excited from thesd shell to thep f shell, while
normal states, where no such excitations occur, are ly
higher. This inversion is due to the large deformation ene
in the intruder configurations as suggested in@4#. The F iso-
topes are outside thisisland @3#, mainly because one valenc
proton is too few to produce a large deformation ener
Thus, the relation between the drip line of F isotopes loca
very far and the disappearance of theN520 magic structure
is a puzzle. In this Rapid Communication, on the basis
large-scale shell model calculations, we shall suggest a b
mechanism to extend the F drip line, as a consequence
unified description for exotic nuclei withN;20, and we
shall explain how these two phenomena are linked.

The structure of those exotic nuclei is studied, in th
Rapid Communication, by shell-model calculations with u
restricted mixing among relevant particle-hole configu
tions, so as to incorporate various dynamical effects incl
ing those absent in the model of theisland of inversion. In
fact, by doing this kind of calculation, one can see for wh
states the model appears to be reasonable. Such calcula
have, however, remained unfeasible until recently due to
huge dimension of the Hilbert space in which the Ham
tonian matrix is diagonalized, and various truncations w
introduced in conventional shell-model calculations@5–7#.

The Monte Carlo shell model~MCSM! has recently been
proposed and developed, and it is suitable for studying
present issues. The MCSM implies applications of the qu
0556-2813/2001/64~1!/011301~5!/$20.00 64 0113
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tum Monte Carlo diagonalization~QMCD! method@8–11# to
the nuclear shell model. In the MCSM calculation, the m
important basis vectors of the many-body Hilbert space
selected as characterized by theimportance truncation~to
the exact calculation! @12#. In an earlier report@13#, the
MCSM was applied to the study of yrast states of O, Ne, M
and Si isotopes, demonstrating that the properties of th
states can be described quite nicely within a single fram
work. On the other hand, the boundary of theisland of in-
versionturned out to be rather indefinite. For instance,28Ne
is classified as anormal nucleus in theisland of inversion
picture, whereas in the calculation of@13# it is just on the
boundary, having normal and intruder configurations
nearly the same amounts in its ground state. This struc
appeared to be in good agreement with experiments on
first 21 level @14# and on itsE2 strength@15#.

The Hamiltonian and the model space are the same
those used in the above-mentioned calculations in@13#. In
order to study the structure of F isotopes, however, one
to examine the validity of the Hamiltonian and model spa
for odd-Z nuclei withN;20, and, in particular, its capability
of handling normal and intruder configurations. For this p
pose, we carry out a systematic MCSM calculation ofN
520 nuclei including29F, 31Na, and33Al. We mention that
the present work is the first MCSM calculation of odd-A
nuclei, and it should confirm the feasibility of MCSM calcu
lation for odd-A nuclei. Odd-A nuclei have been rather dif
ficult objects in usual quantum Monte Carlo methods b
cause of the minus sign problem which is rather severe
even-even nuclei but becomes more severe for odd-A nuclei.
For instance, it has been known that, in the shell mo
Monte Carlo calculations, odd-A nuclei cannot be treated in
the same way as even-even nuclei@16#. In the MCSM, there
is no sign problem, or no formal difference between eve
even and odd-A nuclei. However, since the sign proble
occurs so severely for odd-A nuclei in other Monte Carlo
approaches, one may suspect that the practical aspe
MCSM might be affected. We therefore should exami
whether or not MCSM calculations can be performed
practice for odd-A nuclei with a small number of basis vec
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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tors similarly to even-even nuclei. We then compare lev
of 25Mg obtained by the MCSM with those computed b
exact diagonalization in Fig. 1. The fullsd shell is taken, and
the USD interaction@17# is used. Hereafter,J andM denote
the total angular momentum and itsz component, respec
tively. The m-scheme shell-model dimension is 44 133 f
M51/2. In odd-A nuclei, energies of low-lying yrast state
do not necessarily become higher asJ increases, and henc
one has to use theJ-compressed basis vectors generated w
the full angular momentum projection@11#. The calculated
results are shown in Fig. 1, where one finds that the MC
results come close to the exact ones for the QMCD b
dimension;40, indicating the feasibility of the MCSM.

We now move on to31Na: a key nucleus known fo
anomalous properties of the mass@4#, and the ground-state
spin and magnetic moment@18,19#. Hereafter, we use a com
mon notation,npnh, to imply n-particle n-hole excitation
from thesd shell to thep f shell. The ground state of31Na
becomes 5/21 in the 0p0h calculation with the USD inter-
action @17#. The energy levels obtained by the prese
MCSM calculation are compared with the experiment in F
2. The ground-state spin becomes 3/21 in agreement with
experiment. The calculated magnetic moment of the gro
state is 2.17mN with the free-nucleong factors used during
the present study being consistent with the experime

FIG. 1. ~a! Total energies and~b! excitation energies of25Mg
calculated by the MCSM as a function of the QMCD basis dim
sion. Circles denote exact solutions.

FIG. 2. Experimental energy levels of31Na ~Exp.! @20# com-
pared to those of the MCSM calculation~MCSM! for J51/2 to 9/2.
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value of 2.283(38)mN @19#. The present study shows tha
while the ground state is dominated by 2p2h excitations,
4p4h and higher excited configurations are mixed and th
lower the ground-state energy by more than 700 keV, giv
rise to a better agreement with experiment. Note that th
excitations are predominantly of neutrons. The first exci
state of31Na is a 5/21 state at 310 keV in the present calc
lation. Quite recently, this state has been observed at
620 keV @20#, in excellent agreement with the calculatio
This agreement supports the validity of the present Ham
tonian and model space in the study of odd-Z nuclei with
N;20. The value,B(E2;3/21→5/21)5200 e2 fm4, is ob-
tained with the effective chargesep51.3e anden50.5e @13#
which are also adopted throughout the present study. T
B(E2) value corresponds tob250.53 ~i.e., intrinsic electric
quadrupole momentQ0;60 e fm2) by assuming an axially
symmetric rotor withK53/2, indicating a strong deforma
tion. This b2 value is similar to the value obtained for th
adjacent even-A nucleus 32Mg @21#. E2 properties of the
ground stateB(E2;3/21

1→5/21
1 ,7/21

1) andQ(3/21
1) are con-

sistent with the aboveQ0. The value,B(M1;5/21→3/21)
50.32 mN

2 , is obtained. From these values theE2/M1 mix-
ing ratio turns out to be 3.531023 for the transition 5/21

→3/21, suggestingM1 dominance for this decay. The con
ventional shell-model calculation without mixing of differen
particle-hole configurations produces somewhat similar
deviating results@7,20#. For instance, the 5/21 level has been
predicted around 200 keV in@6,7,20#, which is very similar
to the result of the calculation restricted to the 0p0h
12p2h configurations with the present interaction.

In order to see the underlying mechanism of shell-mo
results, we can make use ofeffective ~spherical! single-
particle energies~ESPE’s!, which represent mean effect
from the other nucleons on a nucleon in a single-parti
orbit. The naive filling configuration is usually assumed. T
two-body matrix element of the interaction depends on
angular momentum coupled by two interacting nucleons, b
in the so-called monopole Hamiltonian, this dependence
averaged out as explained in@22,13#. The ESPE is obtained
from this monopole Hamiltonian, and was evaluated forN
;20 nuclei in@13# from the present Hamiltonian. The effec
tive shell gap, the difference of ESPE’s, turned out to
considerably small between thesd andp f shells for neutrons
in exotic nuclei with N;20: ;3 (4) MeV for 30Ne
(32Mg), whereas it is;6 MeV for 40Ca @13#. A varying
shell gap is discussed within HFB calculations in@23#.

We next examine the two-neutron separation energ
(S2n). Figure 3~a! exhibits measured@24# and calculated
S2n , which are in agreement with each other. The mass
30Ne has been remeasured quite recently@25#, showing a
value closer to the calculation. For comparison, the 0p0h
calculation is included in Fig. 3~a!. The 0p0h results indi-
cate considerable discrepancies from experiment for sma
Z, while the agreement is not so bad forZ;14, implying the
restoration of theN520 magic structure in stable nuclei. Th
S2n values of 2p2h unmixed conventional calculations i
@3,7# show certain improvement (;1 MeV) from the 0p0h

-

1-2
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results, while the experimental values are still larger by
other;1 MeV for 31Na and 32Mg, for instance.

We now focus on29F, and discuss first why it is difficul
to have unbound26,28O and bound29F at the same time
Unbound 26,28O most likely indicate an unbound neutro
0d3/2 orbit, as is the case in the present work. This impl
that, although the 0d3/2 orbit may be bound in F isotopes du
to one more proton, it should not be bound too deeply. If o
compares27F and 29F assuming theN520 magic structure,
27F has two valence neutron holes, whereas29F has none.
The energy gain due to valence nucleon interactions
present only for27F, and cancels and probably overcom
the gain in29F by putting two more neutrons in 0d3/2 which
is only moderately deep. Thus, with theN520 magic struc-
ture, it is very unlikely to have unbound26,28O and bound
29F. Indeed, Fig. 3~a! indicates that29F is not bound in the
0p0h calculation. Note that the other isotones are bou
apart from deviations in theS2n values. The result obtaine
by mixing the 0p0h and 2p2h configurations is also show
in Fig. 3~a!. In this extended space,29F remains still un-
bound. This difficulty is quite general, as a similar situati
can be found in@7#. On the other hand, the present calcu
tion with full mixing produces a bound solution for29F
which is consistent with the experiment@1#. In order to see
the binding mechanism of29F, we now analyze the structur
of the ground-state wave functions.

Figure 3~b! shows probabilities of 0p0h, 2p2h, and
4p4h configurations in the ground state ofN520 isotones.
While the 2p2h configurations are dominant in31Na and
32Mg, the strong mixing of 4p4h ones is evident in29F and
30Ne. The dominance of the 2p2h configuration in31Na and
32Mg compared to29F and 30Ne is consistent with a large
static quadrupole deformation which pulls down a deform

FIG. 3. ~a! Two-neutron separation energies ofN520 isotones.
Triangles denote the experimental values in@24#, while the square
for 30Ne is a recent datum@25#. Solid and dashed lines correspon
to the full and 0p0h calculations with the present interaction, r
spectively. The cross for29F means the 0p0h12p2h truncation.
~b! Probabilities of 0p0h, 2p2h, and 4p4h configurations in the
ground state ofN520 isotones, indicated by dotted, solid, an
dashed lines, respectively.
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~or Nilsson-like! orbit from thep f shell below an uprising
deformed orbit from thesd shell. Indeed, the yrast states
31Na are described by an axially symmetric rotor havingQ0
;60 e fm2 as already discussed. On the other hand, for29F
a smaller intrinsic electric quadrupole moment is obtain
from the shell-model quadrupole moment of the 5/21 ground
state asQ05236 e fm2 by assumingK55/2.

The large 4p4h probability in 29F and 30Ne is clearly due
to the narrowing of the effective shell gap for neutrons. O
ing to such particle-hole excitations, large correlation en
gies can be gained, and29F becomes bound in this work. In
order to see this mechanism in more detail, we decomp
the Hamiltonian into the bare single-particle energy and
T50 and 1 two-body interactions. Table I shows their co
tributions toS2n of 29F.

We first investigate theS2n of 29F obtained from the
monopole Hamiltonian with the filling configuration for bot
27F and29F. Although the 0d3/2 bare single-particle energy i
positive, the total monopole effect on thisS2n is positive
because of gains fromT50 and 1 two-body interactions
Note that, if the contribution of theT50 part is dropped off
as in the case of O isotopes, theS2n becomes negative. Thus
the T50 contribution to the present monopole effect is cr
cial, whereas the effect of theT51 part is smaller. Table I
also shows the quadrupole moment of the29F ground state,
which is equal to the single valence proton value in t
‘‘monopole’’ calculation, because of theN520 closed shell.

We now come back to the original Hamiltonian, and d
agonalize it in order to see effects of dynamical correlatio
In the 0p0h configurations, the dynamical correlations a
relevant only to27F, which makes the presentS2n negative.
Table I shows that both theT50 and 1 contributions to this
S2n are smaller than the corresponding values with
monopole Hamiltonian.

We next extend the model space so as to include up to
2p2h configurations. Both theT50 and 1 contributions to
the S2n become larger by;1 MeV. The correlation energy
of 29F is increased and the totalS2n is raised, but it still
remains negative, failing to bind29F. Note that the quadru
pole moment of the ground state of29F is increased by
;30% from the 0p0h calculation.

Finally, we come to the calculation with full configura
tions. The major change from the 0p0h12p2h result is the
dramatic increase of theT51 contribution which is about 3

TABLE I. Two-neutron separation energy of29F decomposed to
different origins such as the bare single-particle energy~Bare SPE!
and theT50 and 1 two-body interactions. The second to fifth row
stand for theS2n calculated by the monopole Hamiltonian and t
ones obtained for the 0p0h, 0p0h12p2h, and full configurations,
respectively. The energies are in MeV. The last column shows
quadrupole moment of the ground state of29F in e fm2.

Bare SPE T50 T51 Total Q

Monopole 23.29 13.28 11.66 11.65 29.0
0p0h 22.70 11.73 20.63 21.60 29.0
0p0h12p2h 23.65 12.67 10.61 20.37 212.0
Full 25.09 12.62 13.50 11.03 213.0
1-3
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MeV. The bare single-particle energy produces a nega
effect 21.4 MeV to theS2n , reflecting more particle-hole
excitations. TheT50 contribution to this change is negl
gible. Nevertheless, the totalS2n increases by;1.4 MeV,
and finally becomes positive. Because the major effect of
T51 interaction comes from the pairing, the largeT51 gain
means that the pairing correlation is strongly enhanced
moving from the 0p0h12p2h to the full configurations. Out
of the totalT51 contribution to theS2n ~3.5 MeV as shown
in Table I!, the cross-shell monopole pairing accounts for
MeV, while the monopole pairing within thep f shell for 1.5
MeV. Thus, these two are equally important. We now se
sharp contrast to the energy gain from the 0p0h to the
0p0h12p2h, where both theT50 and 1 contribute to simi-
lar extents. The binding energy gain beyond the 2p2h con-
figurations is only 0.2 MeV for27F, whereas it is 1.6 MeV
for 29F. Because the major origin of the deformation ene
is theT50 interaction, the primary source of this large e
ergy gain of29F is not the deformation but the pairing. Th
point can be confirmed from the quadrupole moment sho
in Table I: despite the large mixing of higher intruder co
figurations, 29F remains only modestly deformed. Thus,
having such higher configurations beyond 2p2h, the pairing
correlations become enhanced over single-particle state
the sd and p f shells, and bring about a crucial piece
binding energy to make29F bound. On the other hand, be
cause of lower Fermi energy, such a strong enhanceme
the pairing correlations does not occur in27F.

In the O isotopes, due to no valence proton, the ESPE
the neutron 0d3/2 is higher than in the F isotopes. Moreove
the gain by dynamical correlations comes only from theT51
interaction and cannot overcome this higher ESPE of 0d3/2.
The drip line of O isotopes is hence determined by
completion of the occupancy of the 1s1/2 orbit, and is located
closer to theb-stability line.

Since the mixing among different particle-hole configu
tions plays crucial roles, we should investigate cases wh
such mixing can be discussed. This may be done for34Si: in
Fig. 3~b!, the 0p0h configuration is mixed with the 2p2h
rather strongly in its ground state. Figure 4 shows the 21

1 and
41

1 states of34Si, which comprise mainly 2p2h configura-
tions @13#, as seen well below what is expected in the sh
model within thesd shell @26#. The observed small value o
B(E2;01

1→21
1) @27# is consistent with the present structu

of the 01
1 and 21

1 states. It has been reported recently tha
candidate for the second~i.e., ‘‘intruder’’! 01 is observed at
2.13 MeV @28#. The present 02

1 state is at 2.07 MeV in Fig
4, and is of;80% 2p2h. This result is compared, in Fig. 4
to other shell-model calculations predicting similar stru
tures. In the calculation by Caurieret al. @7#, the lowest pure
2p2h 01 eigenstate is located at 1.7 MeV above the p
0p0h 01 ground state. After the mixing between them, t
excitation energy rises to 3.0 MeV. The calculation by Ba
mannet al. @26# has adopted a more restricted space, res
ing in higher excitation energy. Higher intruder configur
tions should lower this level.

In other shell-model calculations including theisland of
inversionpicture@3,7#, 33Al is classified as a normal nucleu
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while a substantial mixing of intruder configurations occu
in this work as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The magnetic dipole and
electric quadrupole moments of the 5/21 ground state are, in
the present calculation, 3.88mN and 16.0 e fm, respec-
tively, while they are 4.25mN and 11.8 e fm in thesd-shell
model with the USD. The intruder configurations are mo
important for some low-lying states: in thesd-shell picture,
the 1/21

1 level is at 3.1 MeV, and its wave function is dom
nated by a proton (0d5/2)

4(1s1/2)
1 configuration because o

the stiff proton (0d5/2)
n core. This level comes down to 1.

MeV, once intruder configurations are included. The state
then dominated by 2p2h configurations, and the stiff proton
core is destroyed substantially.

As suggested in@29# and confirmed later, for instance, i
@30#, the closed shell is broken significantly in16O. It is then
of great interest to compare the present case to16O. Apart
from apparent similarities, there are three major differenc
~i! a proton and a neutron are excited together in16O to a
large extent, whereas basically only neutrons are excite
the present case, because only the neutron gap become
row and only the neutron Fermi energy is high,~ii ! the shell
gap is large in16O, whereas it varies in theN520 isotones
and the present issue is strongly linked to nuclei with sm
est gaps,~iii ! in some nuclei in the present case the grou
state is predominantly comprised of intruder configuratio
while the closed shell remains a major configurati
(;40%) of the ground state of16O @30#.

In conclusion, we presented a systematic study forN
520 isotones, which gives rise to the drip line of F isotop
located extremely far. The feasibility of the odd-A MCSM
calculation is confirmed. The properties of31Na are repro-
duced in good agreement with the experiment, indicating
validity of the present Hamiltonian and model space for od
Z nuclei with N520. 29F is bound. While it has been rathe
difficult to obtain unbound26,28O and bound29F, a solution
appeared naturally in the present work in a general fram
work for stable and exotic nuclei. Although the ground sta
primarily comprise the 2p2h configurations in nuclei such a
31Na and 32Mg consistently with theisland of inversion
model, the mixing of 4p4h and higher intruder states is en

FIG. 4. Experimental energy levels of34Si ~Exp.! compared
with those of shell model calculations by the present stu
~MCSM!, Caurieret al. @7#, Baumannet al. @26#, and thesd-shell
model with the USD@17#. The width of the arrows illustrates th
B(E2) value, while noB(E2) values are reported in@26#.
1-4
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hanced by the narrowing of the shell gap in some other
clei. The binding of29F is an example of such mixing, whil
it is not the case even with the present Hamiltonian if
configurations are restricted up to 2p2h. This seems to be a
new mechanism of extending the drip line and should
explored further.31F is still unbound in the present work; w
probably have to include effects of neutron halo. In fact,
lowering the neutron 1p3/2 by 350 keV, both29F and 31F
become bound. This amount of lowering is quite possibl
consequence of a halo~like! structure. We finally commen
C

e

ev
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that the MCSM has made it possible to carry out full mixin
of particle-hole configurations and has played a crucial r
in this work.
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